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McClenagan, Laura

Subject: Voice Mail (3 minutes and 1 second)

From: HARDER DAVID <+17077773669> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:40:18 PM 
To: Mayor, Jordan <Jordan.Mayor@icf.com> 
Subject: Voice Mail (3 minutes and 1 second)  
  

Hello Mayor Jordan, my name is Elizabeth Henry and I am calling in regards two ay permited a permitting process for large 
marijuana grow that's happening in my watershed. The record number PLN 11881 Dash CUPI don't know what the project 
title is, but I have a lot of concerns about it. Is that the head of the water about what are the? Towards the beginning of the 
Creek, it's at the very beginning of the Creek, there, looking at growing 25,000 plants and permitted water diversions from 
the Creek Creek bed has been dry since July, and this, as is not really the norm, but it's becoming the norm, and it's been 
this way since 2015 where it suddenly dropped from knee deep deep to below surface. Is there a environmental impact 
report on this, or is this going to be exempt from environmental review? What they're doing to our water? There are two 
miles worth of residents below this farm farm goes by the name of High Grade LLC. The depend on this water. And forward I 
own the personal number 12 I think, and I think this is personal number 13, a parcel numbers of this. Sorry, I have attention 
deficit disorder. Have a hard time reading and I didn't take adequate notes. My number is 77777369. And have concerns 
that this will impact my water here now. This hygrade the LLC there legibly located out of Illinois. I am a 30 year year round 
resident here. I depend on this water I depend on what happens to the environment here and I have a lot of concerns with 
somebody. Other state having this large scale industry grow in my little neighborhood on my little Creek. Alright, my name 
is Elizabeth Henry 7777736 sixnine. There's a parcel number here it is 210 zero 71013 my parcels numbers 012. Thank you. 

You received a voice mail from HARDER DAVID .  


